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Regulations and Risk Management 
Single-use systems (SUS) increasingly implemented in current Good Manufacturing 
Practices (cGMP) are considered critical from a drug and patient safety perspective. 
This has led to increased scrutiny from regulatory authorities regarding the assurance of 
SUS integrity. 

Contrary to filters, there are currently no formal regulatory requirements to perform 
integrity testing of SUS. However, drug manufacturers are expected to perform a risk 
assessment of the use of SUS in their applications and to define an appropriate risk 
mitigation strategy. Integrity testing of SUS can, and should, be part of this risk 
mitigation.  

The risk assessment should consider all steps of the life cycle of a SUS, from design 
and manufacturing at the SUS supplier’s site to actual use at the drug manufacturer’s 
site – see Figure 1. Considering steps at both the SUS supplier and drug manufacturer 
level enables a more pertinent risk analysis. 

Figure 1. Schematic flow of inputs into integrity assurance 
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It is worth highlighting that performing a leak or integrity test on the SUS would only be one element of the 
risk mitigation strategy to achieve a relevant level of assurance of integrity for the SUS. 

There are many other elements contributing to the assurance of integrity, including:  

• Quality by design approach for the components and for the assembly of the SUS 
• Design of the SUS itself (complexity of the SUS making it more complex to handle, increasing the 

risk associated to manipulations) 
• Supplier’s manufacturing practices and controls, for components and SUS assembly, including leak 

or integrity testing (standard or upon request) 
• Packaging methods and validations, transportation validation studies 
• Drug manufacturer’s practices and controls and associated validations 
• Operators' training 
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